To all First Responders and Law Enforcement in Hamburg:
First and foremost, thank you very much for putting your lives on the line day in and day out to keep our families and
community safe. We can never thank you enough for the sacrifices you endure to protect and serve. As your next Town
Supervisor, I will fund police and support law enforcement over misguided extremists that want to defund police and
curry favor with those that crave chaos in our community and violence against police officers.
It is disturbing there are politicians running for public office in Hamburg on a “crazy left” platform to defund the police.
Some individuals running for Supervisor and Town Council not only embrace and believe in these socialist, radical ideals,
but are proudly running on the Working Families Party (WFP) line. Beware of anyone that associates their name with
these extremists. Their values fit in well in New York City, San Francisco, and Portland. Not here in Hamburg.
You will see the names of these individuals prominently placed on the ballot as a proud candidate for the Working
Families Party. They side with radical progressives that attack police, burn down buildings and want to defund police.
Their idea of ideal candidates are those they have endorsed: Bernie Sanders, Ilhan Omar and Alexandria Ocasio-Cortez.
Here is how the Working Families Party defines their “crazy left,” extremist platform:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Defund Police
Shift resources away from policing
Described riots against police as “uprisings”
Organized “Defunding Police 101” seminars
Calls police “over-militarized”
Redistribution of wealth
Free housing for all
Government subsidized, free health care for all
Cancel all student debt

My pro-police, “Reform Hamburg” platform is the polar opposite of these radical extremists: hold the line on taxes,
reduce government spending, implement term limits, end the “Friends and Family” plan, and fully fund police. I look
forward to supporting law enforcement as your next Supervisor. Thank you.
Sincerely,

Stefan I. Mychajliw Jr.
Town of Hamburg Supervisor Candidate
CC: Detective Sergeant Timothy Crawford, Lt. Nicholas Ugale, Public Safety Dispatcher Roseanne Nadrich

